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Researchers and experts in the field of K–12 assessment have expressed concern 
about overreliance on multiple choice questions. Recent assessment systems 
incorporate technology-enhanced items (TEIs) that can better engage and motivate 
students, improve assessment validity, capture higher-order cognitive skills, and 
provide for greater accessibility for students with disabilities. Such systems are 
capable of automated scoring that provide informative feedback about student 
writing with the potential to significantly enhance writing outcomes.

ClearSight is a robust K–12 assessment system that offers standards-aligned 
Checkpoint and Interim Assessments for Reading, Writing, Editing, Listening, Math, 
and Science. ClearSight incorporates rigorous, validated TEIs and auto-scored essay 
items, accommodations and accessibility features for students with disabilities, and 
reporting that helps identify learning gaps and needed interventions.

This paper, researched and prepared by Interactive Educational Systems Design 
(IESD) of New York, summarizes research and expert opinion about impactful K–12 
assessment, and explains how ClearSight aligns with the research literature.

  

INTRODUCTION
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Research supports shifting away from an overreliance on 
traditional multiple-choice items on assessments.
Computer-based assessments have relied predominantly on multiple-choice (MC) items because they 
have been quick and inexpensive to score (Darling-Hammond & Adamson, 2010; Scalise & Gifford, 2006). 
Researchers and assessment experts have expressed concern that an overreliance on MC questions 
fails to take advantage of the potential for rich and embedded assessments provided by online testing 
(Scalise & Gifford, 2006).

Research indicates that an overreliance on MC questions has several significant disadvantages.

• • MC questions tend to focus on measuring lower-level skills such as recall or recognition of 
information, but they are less effective in measuring deeper learning. MC questions cannot 
measure communication skills—e.g., whether students can write a logically structured essay 
(Livingston, 2009), express a point of view and support it with evidence (Darling-Hammond 
& Adamson, 2010), or communicate scientific understanding (Federer et al., 2014, citing 
multiple sources). MC questions are also inadequate for measuring the depth of students’ 
abilities to organize and synthesize knowledge (Federer et al., 2014, citing multiple sources). 
Given their limitations, overreliance on MC questions can give inaccurate information about 
what students actually understand (Darling-Hammond & Adamson, 2010, citing Sheperd, 
2008).

• • MC assessments do not measure authentic real-world skills and abilities that require 
students to go beyond selecting one of several answer choices (Stecher, 2010). Thus, they 
are less able to predict real-world performance (Federer et al., 2014, citing multiple sources).

• • Assessments that rely heavily on MC questions can “drive” instruction that mimics this format 
(Darling-Hammond & Adamson, 2010, citing Madaus et al., 1992), resulting in students being 
unable to transfer their knowledge to assessments that measure deeper understanding, e.g., 
through an open-ended format (Darling-Hammond & Adamson, 2010, citing Sheperd, 2008).

• • Cognitive theorists argue that MC questions suggest to students that complex skills can be 
overly simplified and broken into component parts—implying that “knowledge is additive 
rather than integrative of developing knowledge structures” (Scalise & Gifford, 2006, p. 5, 
citing multiple sources).
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Research supports incorporating TEIs 
Technology-enhanced items (TEIs) are computer-based question types that use formats requiring 
responses that differ from conventional multiple-choice and short-answer questions (Bryant, 2017). 
Examples of TEIs include drag and drop, hot spot, simulation, table input, and extended response. There 
has been increased usage of TEIs to counter criticisms leveled at MC-only assessments, and in response 
to school districts seeking machine-scorable items that are more authentic, engaging, and demanding 
(Bryant, 2017, citing multiple sources).

Researchers and assessment experts hypothesize several advantages of TEIs.

• • TEIs can capture hard-to-measure constructs and evidence of deeper learning. A recent 
review of research about TEIs concludes their greatest potential is their capacity to measure 
higher-order cognitive skills such as reasoning and real-world problem solving—thus 
broadening the types of learning that are assessed and increasing assessment validity 
(Bryant, 2017). Examples provided in this review include highlighting and annotating texts 
(similar to when reading in authentic contexts), and math equation editors that allow 
construction rather than selection. (Bryant, 2017, citing multiple sources). An investigation 
by the Institute for Credentialing Excellence and the Association of Test Publishers (ATP) 
concluded TEIs are superior to MC questions in measuring higher-order cognitive skills (ATP, 
2017).

• • Researchers postulate that TEIs can increase student engagement—by providing more 
authentic assessment activities such as real-world challenges and encouraging use of 
problem-solving abilities and higher-order thinking skills—and by providing novel tasks due 
to some TEI’s dynamic properties (Cayton-Hodges et al., 2012). Several researchers assert 
that when student engagement during assessment increases, assessment accuracy and 
validity also increases (Bryant, 2017, citing SCOPE SCALE, 2015; Cayton-Hodges et al., 2012). 
More specifically in literacy assessment, evidence suggests that less engaging MC questions 
tend to underestimate student skills (Cayton-Hodges et al., 2012, citing multiple sources).

• • TEIs provide for greater accessibility. Research indicates that computer-based assessments 
have the capacity to improve access for students with disabilities (Almond et al., 2010, citing 
multiple sources)—in particular by incorporating assistive technologies into the assessment 
platforms (Cayton-Hodges et al., 2012). 

ETS researchers recommend an evidence-based design to address the needs of most students, 
additional features to improve accessibility for some students, and alternative assessment strategies 
for students who need greater support (Cayton-Hodges et al., 2012). Other researchers recommend 
applying Universal Design for Learning (UDL) to TEIs to provide for greater accessibility, including 
flexible presentation of content, flexible engagement opportunities with content, integration of assistive 
technologies, and alternative versions of text-based content (Almond et al., 2010).
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Research supports including open-response essay items 
in computer-based systems to assess writing.
It is critical that students develop strong writing skills to succeed in post-secondary education and the 
workplace, and providing students with informative feedback is crucial to the process of learning  
to write (Allen, Jacovina, & McNamara, 2016). Feedback gives students support for altering 
metacognitions to improve their writing skills (Shermis et al., 2008). 

Recent assessment systems have the potential to significantly improve writing outcomes. Teachers are 
unable to give substantive feedback due to time constraints and large class sizes (Allen et al., 2016). 
Computer-based assessments can enhance writing outcomes by providing automated scoring to give 
nonjudgmental, informative feedback to help students improve their learning outcomes and keep them 
engaged (Allen et al., 2016, citing Gikandi, Morrow, & Davis, 2011; Shermis et al., 2008).

In addition to feedback, research indicates that extended writing practice is essential for developing 
effective writing skills (Allen et al., 2016, citing multiple sources). Automated Essay Scoring—technology 
to evaluate the content, structure, and quality of student writing—provides many more opportunities 
for writing practice and is an efficient way to allow teachers to assign more writing practice without 
increasing their workload (Allen et al., 2016, citing multiple sources). Automated scoring can greatly 
decrease the time and cost of scoring student assessments (Livingston, 2009).

More essay questions on assessments shifts instructional practice toward a focus on extended writing. 
Standards-based assessments send a message to educators about the types of content, learning, and 
performances that are of most value. A robust body of research suggests that teachers change their 
teaching practices accordingly. 

With greater use of performance assessments—including essay writing—and less reliance on multiple 
choice questions, teachers tend to emphasize more extended writing in language arts teaching (Stecher, 
2010, citing Stecher & Mitchell, 1995).

Research confirms that Automated Essay Scoring provides reliable and valid scores on essays. 
Automated Essay Scoring tends to be highly reliable and accurate (Allen et al., 2016, citing multiple 
sources). The correlation between machine scoring and human scoring of essays is high1 (Allen et al., 
2016, citing multiple sources; Shermis et al., 2008, citing multiple sources; Stecher, 2010).

1 “. . . expert human and computer scores tend to correlate between r = .80 and .85, which is similar to the range found between two 
human raters” (Allen et al., 2016, p. 318, citing multiple sources).
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How ClearSight Aligns with the Research
ClearSight takes advantage of recent assessment technologies to provide Checkpoint and Interim 
Assessments that incorporate a variety of engaging, meaningful item types—with reporting that helps 
educators discern what students know and can do throughout the depth and breadth of college- and 
career-ready curriculum standards. ClearSight offers the efficiency of automated assessment without 
overreliance on traditional multiple-choice items. With assessment items created using an evidence-
based design process, ClearSight provides strong, valid evidence of student learning.

ClearSight provides an array of technology-enhanced item types (TEIs). 
ClearSight TEIs include drag and drop, hot spot, hot text, editing tasks, table input, equation response 
(for Math), and other interactive item types to elicit evidence of deeper learning than traditional multiple-
choice items. Each TEI type can be machine-scored. Examples include the following: 

Equation items 
allow students to 

construct responses to 
real-world Mathematics 

problems using a keypad 
with numbers and 

symbols.
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In hot text and 
hot spot items, 
students select 

text, shapes, or other 
response elements to 

answer a question.

In table 
interaction items, 

students fill in a table 
to represent their 

thinking and their ability 
to apply what they 

have learned.
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ClearSight TEIs engage students in active problem solving.
• • In some items, students are prompted to drag steps in a process to indicate the proper 

sequence. 

• • In other items, students manipulate charts to demonstrate their understanding of data. 

Here students 
click on squares in 

a grid to demonstrate 
their understanding 

of decimals, then 

compare decimals.

Here, students 
use a tool to draw a 

triangle to show their 
understanding of 
transformation.
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ClearSight TEIs can address difficult-to-measure skills and understandings.
In typical assessments of reading comprehension, multiple-choice items can be manipulated by students 
using test-taking tricks for eliminating options and guessing. In the ClearSight example below, students 
are asked to choose multiple details to be included in a summary, thus measuring whether they can 
identify the key points of the reading passage.

Here students 
provide evidence 
of their mastery 

of geometry 
construction.
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ClearSight Interim Assessments assess writing through automated scoring of 
extended response essays. 
ClearSight Interim Assessment essay items typically engage students in reading multiple sources on a topic 
and then writing an essay of a specified type (e.g., explanatory, persuasive). Each essay item is designed 
to be age- and grade-appropriate. 

• • Help

• • Calculator

• • Dictionary

• • Line reader (enabling students to 
highlight an individual line of text)

• • Masking (enabling students to 
cover any part of the page they 
want to mask)

• • Highlighter

• • Strikethrough

• • Text-to-speech (if 
turned on)

• • Notepad (enabling note-
taking about the current 
item and drafting written 
essay responses)

ClearSight’s Automated Essay Scoring uses artificial intelligence (AI) to model how human raters 
would assign scores to essays. The ClearSight AI “engine” is trained on each specific essay question. 
The engine is “taught” how to predict human responses on a specific prompt by exposing the engine 
to example essays and scores provided by experienced and trained human scorers. After this initial 
calibration, the engine goes through an extensive quality-control process conducted by professional 
psychometricians to ensure the level of agreement between the engine and human raters is similar to 
the level between two human raters.

ClearSight’s Automated Essay Scoring provides informative feedback about important aspects of 
writing. Rather than just providing a single rating of student writing, ClearSight analyzes and rates 
several key features of each essay: organization, language used, sentence variety and complexity, 
grammar, and spelling. Feature-specific ratings serve as informative feedback to teachers and students 
to identify which aspects of writing to focus on.

ClearSight includes extensive accommodation and accessibility features for 
students with special needs. 
Some tools are available to all students, including:

• • Notes (enabling students 
to take notes about the 
assessment)

• • Zoom

• • American Sign Language videos

• • Expand (enabling 
magnification of a section of a 
page for greater readability)
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Additional accommodation tools are available such as:

• • Color choices (to support a student’s visual needs)

• • Scribe (enabling students to dictate responses to a qualified person who records verbatim 
what they dictate)

ClearSight also offers interoperability with most accessibility technologies.

Besides these features, the development team follows Universal Design for Learning (UDL) guidelines 
to ensure assessment items are appropriate for a wide range of students. Item developers ensure the 
reading load and graphic complexities are appropriate to the item and do not introduce factors that 
are irrelevant to what is being assessed. Experts then review for bias, sensitivity, and accessibility, and 
revisions are made as necessary.
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LEARN MORE 
voyagersopris.com/clearsight
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